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WELCOME

Welcome to the Autumn 2016 edition of our bi-monthly newsletter.
We are now in the final quarter of 2016 and thoughts are turning towards Budget 2017 and the pension season.
Our Budget Briefing will be emailed to all clients and subscribers on the evening of Tuesday October 11th. It will contain all
the main points relating to the Budget. If you know of anyone who would be interested in receiving this Briefing, please let
us know and they will be added to the mailing list.
This edition contains a variety of articles which I hope will be of interest to you and your business. As the pension season is
fast approaching, I would like to draw your attention to the Article on Page 3 - ‘10 Reasons Why Pensions Still Make Sense’.
If you would like discuss pensions or any other financial matters, please do you not hesitate to contact me and I will be
happy to assist you.
Breon.

10 reasons why pensions still make sense
1. What will the state pension be in the future?
The State Pension (Contributory) personal rate for a single person is currently €230.30 per week, or €436.60 per week with an adult
dependant allowance.
Demographic changes in Ireland, as in countries across the EU, will put pressure on government finances as the cost of state
pensions and health care for the elderly increase. Currently in Ireland there are 6 adults of working age for every one adult over
65, but this ratio is predicted to change to 2 to 1 by 2050. (Source: National Pensions Framework 2010).
Steps taken in the past to plan for this demographic change can no longer be relied upon. The National Pensions Reserve Fund
was established to help meet costs of social welfare and public service pensions from 2025, but is now being used to make
investments in credit institutions and Irish Government securities as directed by the Minister for Finance.
Simply put, you cannot be sure the State will provide you in your old age with the same level of pension income, medical card
support or other benefits as are provided currently.

2. State Pension age increasing
Legislation is now in place that will increase the age at which the state pension becomes payable in the future.

Date

Change

1 January 2014

Removal of State Pension (Transition) for new applicants.

1 January 2021

State Pension (Contributory) age increases to 67

1 January 2028

State Pension (Contributory) age increases to 68

3. Life Expectancy
Life expectancy for those born in Ireland is now 78 years for males and 83 for females (Source: OECD). While increasing life
expectancy is a good thing, it is also something your clients need to consider when planning for retirement. If your client’s
retirement fund is to last longer your clients will either need to set aside more, or take a lower income each year in retirement.
Your clients retirement savings may need to last for up to 30 years after your clients finish working.

4. Income Tax Relief
Income tax relief is still available on contributions made personally to a pension, 40% of the contribution for a top rate tax payer,
or 20% for a standard rate tax payer. For a higher rate tax payer, this is equivalent to the government topping up your net pension
contribution by up to 67%!
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Income Tax Rate

Pension Contribution Net
of Income Tax Relief

Gross Pension
Contribution

Increase from net cost
to gross contribution

40%

€6,000

€10,000

66.67%

20%

€8,000

€10,000

25%

In addition to income tax relief on any personal contributions, employer contributions to a Company Pension are also tax
deductible and no benefit in kind is appropriated to the employee. No BIK means, no income tax, no PRSA & no USC –
potentially around 50%. Pension income in retirement is subject to income tax at your clients highest rate on withdrawal,
Universal Social Charge, PRSI (if applicable) and any other charges or levies (“tax”) applicable at that time. The tax rates used
are current as at Sept 2013. Tax relief is not guaranteed. To be eligible to claim relief, your income must be taxable either
Schedule E or Schedule D (case I or II). To claim tax relief, your client can apply to their Inspector of Taxes to adjust their tax
credits. Contributions deducted from salary will receive immediate tax relief. Any employer contributions will receive tax
relief in the year the contribution is made and are deductible by them as a business expense for Corporation Tax purposes.

5. Tax Free Retirement Lump Sum
Tax free retirement lump sums are still available when taking retirement benefits. Within the pre-existing limits of 25% of the fund
or 1.5 times final salary, a lump sum can be taken up to €575,000 before it is subject to marginal rate income tax treatment, as
other income would be. The first €200,000 can be taken tax free, with the remaining €375,000 taxed at 20%.
Someone who can take the full lump sum allowance of €575,000 would pay tax of €75,000 and receive €500,000 in their hand. In
comparison with someone who retired before 1 January 2011, this has the effect of reducing the lump sum he receives by 13.1%.
Warning: If you invest in this product you will not have access to your money until age 60 and/or you retire

6. Lifecover
The same income tax relief that applies on pension contributions is also available for Pension Life Cover, which means cheaper life
cover.
For example, a 40 year old self-employed person non-smoker taking out €250,000 of life cover to age 65 with indexation and
conversion option could choose between a life term cover plan and personal pension life cover.

Cover
Required

Gross Cost
(including govt. levy)

Net Cost after income
tax relief at 40%

Net Cost after income
tax relief at 20%

Life Term
Cover

€250,000

€30 approx

€30

€30

Pension
Life Cover

€250,000

€30 approx

€18

€24

The tax treatment of a lump sum paid out on death is the same for life term cover and pension life cover. In each case the lump
sum is subject to inheritance tax, and there is no tax if the lump sum is going to a spouse or registered civil partner.
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7. ARF Options
The ARF option has been extended to all members of Defined Contribution company pensions. This means that the ARF option
is now available on:
Members and directors in DC Company Pensions
AVCs for those in DB Company Pensions
5% directors in DB Company Pensions
Personal Pensions
PRSAs
Individuals need to consider their options carefully on retirement, and will need advice more than ever in
this area. However, the ARF option gives what many individuals want in terms of:
control over income drawdown
control over investment options

8. Inheritance Planning
Pre-retirement
The tax treatment of pension funds on death can result in a tax efficient way of inheritance planning. A summary of the tax
treatment of lump sums paid on death is set out in the table below

Personal Pension /PRSA / Company Pension /
PRB inherited by

by Income Tax

Capital Acquisitions Tax

Surviving spouse or registered civil partnerr

No income tax due

No

Child (any age)

No income tax due

Yes. Normal CAT thresholds apply

Other

No income tax due

Yes. Normal CAT thresholds apply

For children the inheritance tax threshold is €280,000 per child, including any other gifts and inheritance received from parents
since 1991.
If a spouses, dependants or childrens pension is provided this will be taxed as income.
Company Pensions are subject to a limit on the lump sum death benefit if the member dies while still in the relevant employment.
The lump sum limit is 4 times salary (including any retained benefits), plus a return of their own personal contributions.
This limit on lumps sums paid on death does not apply to Company Pensions or PRBs if the member has left the relevant
employment, assuming you completed at least two years pensionable service for those leaving employment after 1 June 2002.
Also there is no such limit for PRSAs and Personal Pensions.

Post-retirement
ARFs, AMRFs and vested-PRSAs are all treated the same on death. A summary of the tax treatment is set out in the table below
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ARF / AMRF / vested-PRSA
inherited by

Income Tax

Capital Acquisitions Tax

Surviving spouse or registered civil
partner

No tax due on the transfer to an ARF in
thespouse’s name.
Subsequent withdrawals are taxed as
income.

No

Child (under 21)

No tax due

Yes. Normal CAT thresholds apply

Child (21 or older)

Yes – Due at standard rate

No

Other (Including transfer directly
to spouse without going to ARF for
surviving spouse)

Yes – Due at the marginal tax rate of the
deceased

Yes. Normal CAT thresholds apply.
No CAT due between spouses or civil
partners.

Treatment on death of surviving spouse ARF
Children (under 21)

No

Yes. Normal CAT thresholds apply

Child (21 or older)

Yes – Due at standard rate

No

Other

Yes – Due at standard rate

Yes. Normal CAT thresholds apply

Amounts passing to a child over 21 are subject to income tax at the 30% standard rate.

9. Gross Roll-up
Exit Tax on savings and investment plans is 36%. DIRT is 33%. Capital Gains Tax is 33%, with an annual exemption of €1,270. (rates
as at 2013).
Pension funds are exempt from Irish income and capital gains taxes (however pension income in retirement is subject to income
tax at your clients highest rate on withdrawal, Universal Social Charge, PRSI (if applicable) and any other charges or levies (“tax”)
applicable at that time). The impact of the Government Pension Levy will depend on each individual’s circumstances. This will
apply at 0.6% of the fund for four years.

Example:
We looked at one example of a 45 years old going to a retirement age of 60. He has a current fund of €33,551 and
contributes €433.33 per month.
Based on assumed 6% gross fund returns, the pension levy reduces his fund at retirement by €1,987, to €202,553.
Warning: If you invest in this product you may lose some or all of the money you invest.

10. Investment for All
Pensions allow for a wide range of investment options to suit the risk appetite of every client. This includes investments in
equities, bonds, property, commodities, but also deposits, trackers and other secure options. Different currencies such as Euro,
Sterling or Dollar are also available.
Warning: Pension products may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PENSIONS, PLEASE CONTACT MANNING FINANCIAL

11 Pembroke Street, Cork.

Visit us at www.manning-financial.ie
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BANKS
Dr. Constantin Gurdgiev
The degree of the official denial of reality
that is evident in the media and political
analysis of the Brexit is also evident in the
way our leaders are looking at the other
two elephants in the room: the peripheral
banks (mostly of Italy, but also of Spain,
Portugal, Ireland, Slovenia, and so on)
and the systemically important ‘Northern’
banking behemoths.
In recent weeks, as markets’ participants, prompted by the Brexit voteinduced uncertainty, engaged in a wide-ranging repricing of risks, Italian
banks, Spanish banks, alongside with two Irish financial institutions, a
handful of UK banks and the venerable Deutsche Bank - all experienced
runs on their stocks and credit default swaps. It is virtually impossible
to track the declining fortunes of the key European banks. At the time
of writing this column, FactSet data showed that the world’s largest 20
banks have lost US$465 billion in their stock valuations since the start
of 2016. Interest rates policies divergence around the world, currencies
wars, commodities rot, weak global growth, China slowdown, BRICS
(ex-India) woes, and other factors to be blamed. But behind all of
these news-driven shocks, the real structural weaknesses across nonperforming assets and costly capital risings loom even larger.

The heaviest hit banks to-date include Italy’s UniCredit - that lost
nearly 65 percent of its market value, followed by RBS group (down
56 percent), Credit Suisse (down 50 percent), Barclays and Deutsche
Bank ( both down 47 percent) and SocGen (down 37 percent). Beyond
price losses, volatility has been striking. In mid-February, the top
twenty global banks shares were down some 25 percent compared
to the start of the year. The recovery (with share prices losses cut back
to around 14% by mid-March) were short-lived. By early April, banks’
shares were down once again 20 percent compared to January 1. A
renewed recovery fizzled out in early May, and share prices collapsed
once again two weeks later. And so on. By mid-June - before the Brexit
vote - 20 systemically important global banks shares were down nearly
20 percent. Post-Brexit vote they are off 22 percent.
With most of the volatility on the downside since the start of this
year, investors have been running for the hills. As a result, UniCredit
is currently trading at around 20 percent of the book value, while
Deutsche Bank is at around 25 percent - the levels comparable to the
darker days of 2008-2009. Of top 20 global financial stocks, only two
(both are U.S. banks) currently trade at a premium or near par to their
book values.
On the downside-volatility end, the metric to look at is the one-month
implied volatility spread between the SPDR S&P Bank ETF and the
broadly-based SPDR S&P 500 ETF. The spread widened to 16.54 points
at the start of July, reaching its highest level since the Sovereign Debtcrisis peak of December 2011. More significantly, at this level, the
spread was more than double the five-year average. And all of this
before the second quarter earnings season rolls through. At this stage,
given Brexit and Emerging Markets troubles, consensus forecasts are
projecting the fourth consecutive quarter of banking sector earnings’
declines, with the European banks leading to the downside other
advanced economies.
The sources of banks woes are different, yet correlated, across various
geographies.
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Spanish and Irish banks have taken a knock in the markets on foot
of their exposures to the UK, driven by the uncertainty over Brexit.
Italian and Slovenian banks are struggling with an iceberg of nonperforming loans for which there is no orderly resolution mechanism
in place. Deutsche Bank is struggling with high risk capital structures
put in place in recent years, big risks relating to various law suits and
investigations it is embroiled in around the world and the assets base
that is generating extremely low margins.

However, all banks share in several longer term problems that will take
years to resolve. Most notable amongst them is the problem of creating
a high quality capital buffer against future shocks. The structure of
this capital buffer is not clear-cut due to still evolving regulation and
markets’ inability to price risks associated with ever-changing regulatory
demands. With this, yields on CoCo bonds (convertible contingent
bonds designed to absorb shocks to banking capital at the expense of
investors) have been rising. While more and more sovereign debt yields
go negative across the Euro area, UniCredit’s CoCo bonds yields are
now running at around 12.5 percent per annum, Santander’s yields are
around 12.2 percent, Deutsche Bank’s at 11.5 percent. Average CoCo
yields for Euro area banks are currently in 9.8 percent territory.
Beyond this, there is a big problem of profit margins being severely
depressed by negative yields on Government bonds (lower risk assets
held by the banks) and lack of new lending (due to sluggish demand),
as well as due to policy-driven lending rates being set at or near zero
and central banks’ deposit rates that act as a tax on banks cash holdings.
If these woes were not enough to sink Europe’s banking behemoths,
there is an added and rapidly growing challenge. Fintech players younger, more agile, and technologically more adaptive to changing
nature of demand for banking services - are currently gradually eroding
the banks’ market share in higher margin activities, leaving traditional
banks with low profit commoditised retail business of collecting
deposits and making basic loans.
Last, but not least, a high degree of integration between the Euro area
banks is acting to transmit pressures and shocks from one country
banking systems to the other. As a result, Italian banks cracking under
pressure sends shock waves across Austrian and Dutch banks, and into
German system. Even Eastern European banks, less integrated into the
global environment, are starting to feel the gravitational pull from their
Western borders.

THE REAL SICK MAN OF EUROPE
Which brings us to the main lesson to be learned from the recent shocks.
Given the geo-political risks, exacerbated by the weak economies and
still sick financial systems, the real sick man of Europe is not the UK.
Instead it is the more integrated, more harmonised, less flexible and
structurally more rigid euro zone. In a late 2015 paper presented to the
group of parties forming on the three major blocks in the European
Parliament, I argued that the underlying causes of Euro area economic
woes has been the common currency construct that violates basic
laws of macroeconomics, political economy and finance. My thesis was
recently confirmed by a new paper written by the economist David
Beckworth. In fact, over the last 30 years, Italy - Euro area’s third largest
economy - has sustained economic conditions consistent with more
than a quarter loss in its economic income. Since 2008, Spain, Greece
and Portugal have suffered an economic fate comparable to that of the
Great Depression.
Not surprisingly, across the five largest Euro area countries, support
for the EU is now languishing at around 50 percent mark, the lowest
since Pew Research started collecting this data in 2007, when it was
78 percent. In the UK, the number is 44 percent - lower than the EU
5 (France, Germany, Italy, Poland and Spain) median, but not that far
off. Over 2007-2016, the median support for the EU has dropped 12
percentage points in the UK and it fell 28 percentage points in the EU 5.
When it comes to fixing the Euro, the majority of economists agree that
the only way toward a more sustainable Euro is federalisation - an ever
closer political union. However, based on Spring 2016 data from Pew
Research, there is not a single country in the EU today that has voter
support for more transfers of powers from the national governments
to the EU higher than 34 percent. In other words, there is no solution
in sight that can be passed by democratic means. And, given the
ongoing voters revolt against the already democratically restrictive
decision-making in Europe, there is no capacity to impose the will of
the technocrats onto people.
From the investor perspective, this means that now is the time to start
looking beyond the comfort of the home currency and into markets
further afield. Advanced Asian economies offer some value-driven
opportunities that are likely to be longer term, lower risk and lower
return-types. Emerging Asia, African and Latin American economies
are offering higher risk, higher returns plays. The exotic – from the
Irish investor perspective nature of these plays is reflected in the list
of fastest growing regional economies, such as Pakistan, Vietnam, Sri
Lanka, and Mongolia. Middle East is yet to recover from the heavy selloffs in the markets triggered by the ongoing realignment of energy
markets. With time, it too will be offering some stronger risk-return
opportunities. However, in all of these markets, key risk considerations
should be focused on local currencies and interest rates. Which means
avoiding speculative plays on local foreign exchange valuations and
excessive leverage. And for defensive positioning - go to North America.
The dollar should deliver a decent risk cushion against the euro woes
and the sterling risks.

Dr Constantin Gurdgiev is the Adjunct Assistant Professor of Finance with Trinity College, Dublin and serves as
a co-founder and a Director of the Irish Mortgage Holders Organisation Ltd and the Chairman of Ireland Russia
Business Association. He holds a non-executive appointment on the Investment Committee of Heniz Global
Asset Management, LLC (US).
In the past, Dr Constantin Gurdgiev served as the Head of Research with St Columbanus AG (Switzerland), the
Head of Macroeconomics with the Institute for Business Value, IBM, Director of Research with NCB Stockbrokers
Ltd and Group Editor and Director of Business and Finance Publications. He also held a non-executive
appointment on the Investment Committee of GoldCore Ltd (Ireland) and Sierra Nevada College (US).
Born in Moscow, Russian, Dr. Gurdgiev was educated in the University of California, Los Angeles, University of
Chicago, John Hopkins University and Trinity College, Dublin.
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IN

You are more likely to complete a task
if the reward is greater than the pain
of action. The human brain is prone to
procrastination, especially when it comes
to abstract, long term thoughts. That’s why
it is so much easier to complete today’s
to do list than to plan for an important
event in a few months time. A simple costbenefit analysis can help rebalance your
motivations and help you tackle the task.

Use these 6 tips to highlight the
importance of getting into action:

Imagine the sense of satisfaction you will experience
once you have completed the task.

Tell people that you’re going to do it, as that will
incentivise you to take action. Nothing worse than
saying «No, I have not done it yet.»

What would happen if you don’t take action? Force
yourself to consider if you procrastinate for a week, a
month or a year.

We eat an elephant bite by bite, and we can apply the
same principle to attacking a major task that seems
daunting. Identify the first step before getting bogged
down on the rest of the task.

Minimise the costs of taking action by tying your
effort of taking the first step to a treat.

If you’re unable to understand your reason for stalling,
it’s time to listen to the voice in your head. Ask yourself
some questions so that you can understand what is
preventing you from taking action.
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The First Time Buyers’ Package:

WHAT TO EXPECT

A new incentive scheme has been set up
to help first time buyers (FTBs) for their first
step up the property ladder. Launching
in October, the Help to Buy Scheme will
be outlined on Budget Day by Finance
Minister, Michael Noonan. The scheme
is set to bring a monetary incentive for
homebuyers who have previously been
hemmed in by exorbitant rental and
restrictive mortgage lending rules
As part of the Government’s housing strategy, the Help to Buy initiative
aims to increase the annual amount of homes built in Ireland to 25,000
by 2021. At the same time, it aims to provide 47,000 social housing units
during the same period.
Government’s previous DIRT-free savings initiatives have failed to
captivate the market and create a win-win situation - so will the Help
to Buy scheme efforts result in success? We’ll learn all the details during
the Budget 2017 speech, but for now, we can tell you what experts are
saying:
• Help to Buy won’t be a quick fix for the home rental crisis.
• New mortgage lending rules are creating a ‘lost generation’ consisting
of millennials.
• Missed mortgage payments will likely damage your chances of
obtaining another loan.

SCHEME ANNOUNCEMENT
According to Simon Coveney, Minister of Housing, the new scheme
will be revealed on October 11th, 2016, Budget Day

€10,000 PER COUPLE
Previously, Fianna Fáil proposed a special saving incentive account
(SSIA) involving the Government supplementing every €200 of
people’s mortgage savings with €50 of Government funds, capping
the incentive at €5,000 per single buyer, or €10,000 per couple.

The Help to Buy initiative is similar, but it seems to involve a tax rebate
scheme. Instead of incentivising people to save towards a deposit, the
Government will refund you some money once you have made the
purchase. It works similarly to a renovation incentive scheme, which
returns 13.5% VAT on new extensions or kitchen remodels.
The Help to Buy scheme will combine the two schemes, similar to the
UK’s Help to Buy scheme that gave people a 25% reward on savings
of up to £3,000, capping the incentive at £750. Initially, it was thought
to be an initiative to help people save towards a deposit, however, it
seems that the reward may only be used once the property purchase
has been concluded.

JULY 19TH BACKDATE
When Mr. Coveney first announced the scheme on July 19th, he said
that the incentive will be backdated to that date, reassuring first
time buyers hoping to conclude their purchases before the Budget
announcement. It is unclear whether the date applies to mortgage
drawdowns, or property buyers who agreed to purchase after the
date. Potentially, it may include first time buyers who agreed to buy in
June and drew down in August.

POSSIBLE LIMITS MAY APPLY

Some economists have speculated that the scheme may be limited to
particular homes, newly built properties or homes under a specified
value. This is due to the fact that the initiative will be introduced to
incentivise the construction of more starter homes. A cap on values
is a given, as, according to Mr. Coveney, the Government is not in the
business of supporting people in purchasing mansions.
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HOUSE PRICES COULD INCREASE
If the rebate is €10,000 as speculated, and set against the average
€197,000 mortgage loan for the second quarter of 2016, the rebate
could increase house prices significantly. The UK’s Help to Buy scheme
has added an average of £8,250 to the cost of a home.

ONLY FOR FIRST TIME BUYERS
Revenue defines a first time buyer as someone who:
• has never built or purchased a home jointly or individually in Ireland
or abroad;
• intends to personally occupy the property;

PART OF THE MORTGAGE-LENDING
LIMITS REVIEW
The Department of Finance, in conjunction with Central Bank, are
collaborating on this scheme, which forms part of their review of
mortgage lending limits.
At the moment, it is unclear as to whether there will be changes to the
review.

MAY INVOLVE MORTGAGE
INSURANCE

• will not be earning rent on the property (apart from letting out a
room under the rent-a-room scheme).

The Government stated, in its housing plan «Rebuilding Ireland»
that Help to Buy aims to provide affordable mortgage finance and
insurance to first time buyers.

Following this definition of an FTB, and applying it to the new scheme,
qualifying individuals who wish to take advantage will miss out if
their partners have previously purchased property overseas. Likewise,
returning emigrants who have owned property abroad will not be
eligible either.

Mortgage insurance allows buyers to borrow more than 80% of the
purchase price, as per the Central Bank limit. This transaction transfers
some of the risk from the lenders to the insurers. An economist of the
Central Bank noted that there is some concern about how the the
potential cost of mortgage insurance can counteract lending rules.

NEW ACCOUNTING
BILL COULD BE
POSITIVE FOR
SMALL AND
MICRO IRISH
COMPANIES
The publication of the long-awaited
Companies (Accounting) Bill 2016
has been welcomed by Chartered
Accountants Ireland (CAI).
The CAI claim the Bill contains some very beneficial and
important simplifications in financial reporting for small and
micro companies which are likely to reduce the administrative
and cost burdens on these companies.
Furthermore, they also believe it will put these companies
on a level playing field with their counterparts in Northern
Ireland, the rest of the UK and in other European Member
States where the Directive has already been implemented.
The CAI welcome the proposed raising of the thresholds for
small companies to the EU maximum levels of turnover not
exceeding €12 million and balance sheet total not exceeding
€6 million. They also stated that the Bill, when it comes into
force, will transpose the requirements of the EU Accounting
Directive, which was finalised during Ireland’s Presidency of
the EU in 2013

IRISH GROCERY
MARKET
EXPANDS 3.5%
The latest supermarket share figures
show total grocery market sales up
3.5% on last year.
Meanwhile discounter Lidl’s share of the market has reached an
all-time high, with the retailer now capturing 11.9% of grocery
sales in Ireland.
In recent months, the price of groceries has increased slightly
with an average shopping trip now costing 2.7% more than this
time in 2015. The most significant increases have been seen in
the areas of vegetables, fruit and beer.
Dunnes Stores has posted the strongest growth this quarter,
with sales 5.8 per cent ahead of last year.
The retailer now captures 21.2 per cent of the market, up from
20.7 per cent this time last year.
While the outlook remains sunny for Dunnes, growth has slipped
back recently: in May sales grew by eight per cent.
SuperValu shows sales growth of 3.2 per cent, maintaining
its position as the number one grocery retailer for the 11th
consecutive month. An additional 15,000 households shopped
with SuperValu in the past 12 weeks. Meanwhile Tesco remains
in second place, with a dip in its market share to 21.8 per cent.
Lidl’s market share has reached 11.9% which is a 0.1% increase
from the same period last years. In the past 12 weeks, they have
also gained 34,000 new shoppers. Aldi has also experienced a
0.1% growth in their share of the market - which now stands
at 11.3% - as well as a significant improvement in sales growth,
according to the survey.
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BUSINESS BRIEFS
IRISH ECONOMY GREW BY 0.6%
IN THE SECOND QUARTER - CSO
The Irish economy grew by 0.6% in the second quarter of the
year, according to CSO figures released recently.
The CSO said the growth was driven by ‘’investment in intellectual
property products imported from abroad’’ - a reflection of the
activities of multinational companies who have moved activities
here. It said it could not identify the data of individual companies,
but said ‘‘several’’ were involved.
That activity offset a decrease in personal spending - down 0.5%
compared to the first quarter.

IRELAND HAS SECOND HIGHEST
RATE OF JOB CREATION IN THE
EU FOR SECOND QUARTER
OF YEAR

It’s the first set of GDP figures released by the CSO since the
body said revised figures for 2015 showed the economy grew
more than 26% in 2015. The figure was derided as ‘‘leprechaun
economics’’ - skewed by a big shift of activity to Ireland by some
multinationals.
The CSO said there was a need to develop ‘‘a broader suite of
domestically focused indicators and information’’. Furthermore,
it revealed it was convening an expert group - chaired by Central
Bank governor Philip Lane - that will develop recommendations
on ‘‘how best to meet the statistical needs of users’’.

April to June and was up by 0.4% in the euro zone.
This compares to a 0.4% rise in both the EU28 and the euro zone in
the first three months of 2016.
Employment was up by 1.5% compared to the second quarter of
2015 and up 1.4% for the euro zone.

Ireland recorded the second highest rate of job creation in the
European Union during the second quarter, according to recent
figures.

Eurostat estimates that there were 232.1 million men and women
were employed in the EU28, the highest number ever recorded.
In the euro zone, there were 153.3 million in work, the largest
number since the fourth quarter of 2008.

Data published by Eurostat, the EU’s official statistics body, shows
employment rose by 0.3% in the European Union in the period

Ireland recorded the second highest rate of job creation, up 1.1%
versus the first quarter.

IRISH HOTEL SECTOR SHOWS
FOURTH SUCCESSIVE YEAR
OF GROWTH

However, hotels outside the capital reporting better performance
levels, the Midlands and East region primarily driven by a 19%
increase in non-accommodation sales which contributed to
bumper profit levels. The headline national average room
occupancy level for 2015 stood at 71.1%, up from 67.8% on the
previous year with the average room rate charged across all hotels
in Ireland at €92.15, up from €82.29 in 2014.
Dublin hotels lead the recovery in the sector with the Capital’s
hotels showing occupancy levels at 80.7% up from 77.2% in the
previous year. The average rate charged for a room in Dublin is
now €111.83, up from €97.25 on the previous year, representing
a 13% increase.
The report concluded that 2016 looks to be a very positive one for
the sector and is set to deliver another year of growth, however
the effect that Brexit and the recent drop in Sterling rate will have
on the market remains to be seen.

Crowe Horwath, leading advisors to the Irish hotel sector, have
recently launched their 21st Annual Ireland Hotel Survey which
provides the most comprehensive analysis available of the
financial performance of Irish hotels and the only published report
which provides details of profitability in the sector. The report
shows substantial improvement in the Irish hotel sector. The hotel
sector was analysed in terms of room occupancy average; average
daily room rate; revenue per room and the profit before tax per
available room.
Results show that key performance metrics have improved for
the fourth year running with Dublin outperforming other regions.
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GDP was 4.1% higher than at the end of Q2 last year, the CSO
said.

RATE OF HIRING BY IRISH
BUSINESSES INCREASES TO PRECRASH LEVELS

outlook figures, including wholesale and retail (15%), public
and social (14%) and pharmaceuticals (11%). The construction,
manufacturing, agriculture and transport sectors all saw single
digit increases in hiring intentions.

The rate of hiring by Irish businesses has reached pre-crash levels,
with many employers keen to take on staff before the end of the
year.

Unlike the other 10 sectors surveyed, the finance and business
industry in Ireland showed a decrease in employment outlook
(-1%), which is also a drop of 11 percentage points on this time
last year.

The latest Manpower Employment Outlook Survey, which
monitors the likelihood of businesses to increase or decrease their
workforce during each quarter, has shown that Irish employers are
reporting the strongest labour market forecast since 2007.

However, recently a report from consultancy firm Morgan
McKinley highlighted that there was a significant surge in jobs in
the Irish financial services sector last month.

Net employment outlook among Irish employers has risen to 12%,
an increase of three percentage points since the last quarter. This is
also a seven percentage point improvement on this time last year.
Of the 620 businesses surveyed across 11 sectors, the restaurant
and hotel sector and electricity, gas and water industries had the
highest net employment outlook at 22%. However, hotels and
restaurants had the largest year-on-year growth in employment
outlook – up 26 percentage points since last year.
Three other sectors also showed double-digit net employment

2 MILLION NOW IN PAID
EMPLOYMENT - HIGHEST
FIGURE SINCE 2008
There was a 2.9% increase in employment (+56,000) over the
12 months to June this year when total employment reached
2,014,900. Figures from the Central Statistics Office (CSO) show
that full-time employment makes up the bulk of the increase at
44,900 (+3%).Part-time work rose by 11,400 (+2.5%) according to
the CSO’s latest quarterly national household survey.
Employment increased by 20,000 (+1%) between April and June
this year, compared to the previous three months. Unemployment
decreased by 23,000 (-11.1%) over 12 months to June to 187,800.
It is the 16th successive three-month period that unemployment
declined annually.
The overall employment rate decreased from 9.8% to 8.6% over the
year to June, compared to 9.2% in the EU-28 countries. The youth

8,400 BIOPHARMA JOBS BY
2020, IF WE UPSKILL
Ireland’s position as a potential biopharma global hub is dependent
on acute upskilling, with an estimated 8,400 new jobs unlikely to
materialise if we fail to acquire the skills needed.
A new report into biopharma in Ireland makes for a mixture of
optimistic and troubling reading. While finding that the sector could
increase its headcount by close to a third over the next four years,
we’re at a “critical” time in the reskilling and upskilling of our citizens.
Mary Mitchell O Connor, TD, Minister for Jobs Enterprise and
Innovation said that the availability of people with the correct skills
and talents to work in the biopharma industry will be critical to the

The survey also broke down the hiring intentions of Irish employers
across each Irish province, with Connacht lagging behind the
other three regions.
For the second quarter in a row, the rate of hiring the west of
Ireland decreased by 2%, a drop of nearly 9 percentage points
since the same time frame in 2015.
However, hiring intentions across all other provinces increased
between the third and fourth quarters of this year, with businesses
in Ulster registering the strongest employment outlook at (20%) –
followed by Leinster (13%) and Munster (9%).

unemployment rate (15-24-year-olds) fell from 22.4% to 19% over
the year to June. Two years ago the rate was at almost 27%.
Long-term unemployment accounted for 51.1% of total
unemployment at the end of June, compared to 56.1% a year
earlier, with the rate decreasing from 5.5% to 4.4% over the year
to June.
Employment growth over the year was greatest in the administrative
and support services, at 6,300, a 9.9% increase. Growth was also
high in construction, with employment increasing by 10,900, up
8.7%. The greatest rate of decline in employment, at 1,100 (-1.1%)
was recorded in the financial, insurance and real estate services
sectors.
Finance Minister Michael Noonan welcomed the “positive growth”
in numbers of people at work.
He said the growth remained broad-based, with 12 of the 14 sectors
reported by the CSO showing annual growth. Mr Noonan said that
the Government’s ambition was to help create 200,000 new jobs by
2020, including 135,000 outside of Dublin.

continued growth of that industry.
Finding some 28,000 people already directly employed in an
industry spread throughout the country, an increase of 8,400 staff
is expected by the Government, if we can find people to fill the
positions.
The Minister commented that there has been a significant growth
of biopharma investment announcements made recently by IDA
Ireland across the regions, with a potential capital value in the order
of €4bn.
The report by the Expert Group on Future Skills Needs (EGFSN)
suggests a mixture of graduate intake, upskilling of those already
out of the education system and continual internal development
within companies.
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Increase Your

Mobile Phone Storage
IN

SIMPLE
STEPS

Few things are more frustrating than trying
to install an app, or taking a photo on your
mobile phone just to get a message saying
‘‘Storage almost full’’. When you’re at risk
of running out of storage, your phone will
stop updating apps, and you won’t be able
to download iOS updates on your iPhone
You have to simply create more space in
order to ensure that your phone functions
as it should.
Here are 5 simple ways to increase storage on your mobile device - try
them out today, before you get that pesky message again.

1. ASSESS THE CULPRITS

2. DELETE YOUR UNWANTED APPS

Before blindly deleting things, first find out what exactly is using up all your
space. On iPhone - Hook up to iTunes or go to Settings>General>Storage.
iCloud storage will show you how much space you have left, or you can
go to Manage Storage to get a breakdown of all the apps. On Android Go to Google Settings>Storage.

How many free apps did you download before settling on a premium
version? What about all those fitness apps you never used? Or the latest
face morphing apps? While each app may only take up a little space,
they collectively add up to a rather large amount. Games take up a lot of
space, so if your kids ever use your phone, you will probably find a host
of games. Delete them, because they still take up space, even if they are
not used. (If life without the apps becomes unbearable, you can always
download them again from the App Store or Google Play).

In most cases, it will be photos or videos that use the bulk of your storage
space. There are a few ways in which you could handle this, or you could
combine these tips:
• Delete photos and videos you no longer need.
• Delete images from chats or group communications that are stored
on your phone.
• Delete images and videos you have uploaded to social media, as it is
already saved there for future reference.
• Buy a microSD memory card if your phone accepts external storage.

About External Storage
Before you buy a micro SD card, make sure your phone accepts it first. Be
sure to buy a card that matches your phone’s highest capacity and that
has a decent read/write speed. Older phones tend to accept up to 32GB
of external storage, but it will still make a difference.
Note however, that you can’t always transfer all apps to a memory card.
Phones with Android 6.0 will incorporate the memory card as part of the
overall storage of the system, also known as adoptable storage. What’s
great about adoptable storage, is that you can remove the card from
your phone and use it in another device without having to format it, and
it provides a cost effective means for expanding your phone’s storage.
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Also, if you only have the necessary apps on your phone, it will be so
much easier to find those that you use regularly.

To delete apps on Android:
•

Go to Settings

•

Tap on Apps / Applications

•

Swipe to Downloads

•

Find the app you want to delete and tap on it

•

Tap on Uninstall

To delete apps on iOS:
•

Hold your finger on the Home screen until the apps start to shake
and a cross appears in the corner of the downloaded app.

•

Tap the cross.

•

Press the Home button to exit the edit mode.

3. CLEAN YOUR CACHE
Apps that are used all the time, store a lot of data in the cache and cause
the apps to become sluggish. It also takes up a lot of space on your
device. Since you don’t really need all the info stored on each app, you
can delete it from the app’s cache. You don’t have to delete everything in
storage, because newspapers and Podcast apps generally allow you to
delete individual publications or episodes. By clearing out the unwanted
items, you will create a good amount of free space on your phone.
Some apps will force you to delete the entire app to create space and it
can be a pain to have to download it again.
To clear app caches in Android, go to Settings>Apps. Here you will find a
list of installed apps. Tap on the app you want to clear and navigate down
to Storage, where you will find an option to delete the cache, or delete
data. This will have to be repeated for each app. Otherwise, you may put
the phone into recovery mode and clear the app information that way.
Safari, Apple’s browser, stores data from the sites you visit. The most
important reason being to save the time loading the sites you regularly
visit. In addition, it stores your browsing history and cookies, which you
should clear for privacy reasons. You can change the browser settings to
private to stop the device from tracking your usage. This can be done one
app at a time, or all at once.

Automatically back your photos up to Google Photos by downloading
the Photos app from the Play Store and accepting the backup and sync
prompt. If the app is installed but not set to backup, open up Google
Photos and tap on Settings to navigate to the Backup and Sync option.
Another option is Dropbox, which gives you 2GB free storage. Once
again, you can set it up to automatically upload images from your phone.
If you have an iPhone, go to your photos app and select the album you
want to clear. Tap each item you want to delete and tap on the bin in the
bottom right corner.
Another option is to turn off Photostream and iCloud Photo Library. This
will turn off the backup feature, so consider that before you do turn it off.
You can optimise phone storage in iCloud Photo Library by navigating
to Settings>Phone & Camera>Optimise Phone storage to replace your
full-resolution images and videos with optimised versions, and storing
the full-resolution versions in the cloud.

5. REDUCE MEDIA FILES
It has already been mentioned that photos, videos and music can affect
your phone storage, but did you know that streaming services also use
your space? If you use Deezer or Spotify and you select the option that
makes your music files available offline, the app will download and store
the data to required to play the tracks on your phone when no internet
connection is available. The data usage adds up.
However, when you clear the app data, you will lose access to the offline
tracks. It’s a matter of balancing your desire for storage with convenience.
The best way to do that, is to download the tracks you love most, and
stream the rest.
Use Google Play’s online locker, which is available to Android users. You
can use it to store music you have ripped or bought in order to keep it
from creating clutter and using up your phone storage.
Remember that all cloud solutions require an internet connection , so be
sure to consider that before you remove items from your phone.

6. DELETE OLD MESSAGES

To wipe everything, go to Settings>Safari and tap on Clear History and
Data.
Alternatively, go to Settings>Safari>Advanced to clear individual sites
and only keep those that you use often.

4. USE CLOUD STORAGE
While it is nice to have easy access to your photos, you probably don’t
need them all on your phone.
Android allows you to automatically back your images up to Google
Photos. While the resolution will be slightly lower, your photos will still
be usable and easily accessible on your Google account.

Old text messages use a lot of space too. iOS9 with iMessages is set
to permanently store text messages, but you can change this default
setting to delete messages after a month or a year. Change the time limit
by going to Settings>Messages>Keep Messages, and select 30 days or
a year.
If you have tried all the options and are still having a hard time creating
space, it is time to reduce the amount of media on your phone.
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to Rent out Your Life
AND MAKE MONEY
Today’s sharing economy makes it
easier than ever to increase your
income in ways that would have seemed
impossible twenty years ago.
In this new peer economy (also known as the gig economy), websites
cater to specific niches, allowing you to make money by renting your
life out to neighbours, colleagues, friends and strangers more easily
and more securely than ever.
Bizarrely enough, many people are making extra money from renting
out their lives, and some are making a living from it. Let’s take a look at
how you can do the same.

Trade
your time
BECOME AN EXTRA
Television agencies always sign people up for gigs as extras in adverts,
films and television series. Generally, gigs will be on an as-and-when
basis and you will probably have to pay membership fees and pay to
create a portfolio. According to Movieextras.ie, members working on
Irish productions such as Red Rock, Fair City, Ripper Street earn from
€50 and €150 a day as an extra, with fees for adverts going to as much
as €3,000.
Movieextras offers a number of membership options, including:
• €39.95 to submit your application to Fair City only;
• an annual child membership (€44.95);

BABYSITTING
If you’re 20 years or older and own your own car, you can earn
earn about €10 an hour during the week, or €12 at weekends from
babysitting. Minderfinders.ie offers a matchmaking services for
parents to find screened babysitters. To become a babysitter, you will
pay a monthly €25 membership fee.

BECOME A ROOM MATE
Rental costs continue to increase in Ireland, but Elderhomeshare.ie.
offers a great way to alleviate this cost. It will match you to elderly
people looking for someone to share their homes, provide company
and take care of simple tasks, such as emptying the bin, cooking
dinner twice a week and doing light housework. In return, you live
in a comfortable and quiet home, paying around €200 a month.
While matching personalities can be tricky, it can be a beneficial
arrangement, in terms of lower rents, having company around and the
security it offers.

BECOME A DOG-SITTER

• adult membership (€89.95) or family (€199.95).
• The fees include professional
photos and training.

If you love pooches, you can make money from spending some quality
time with other people’s dogs while they are traveling. Housemydog.
com and similar sites will help match you to families looking for
temporary homes for their dogs while they are traveling.
Instead of placing their beloved furry friends in kennels, these
websites seek to provide dogs with a cage-free, stress-free and simple
alternative to traditional kennels, while affording you the opportunity
to earn €10-€30 per night in return.
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RUN ERRANDS
Taskrabbit is an American site that allows you to charge for your time.
People need all sorts of help with running errands, waiting in line,
doing laundry or shopping, or even cleaning homes. Good at setting
up Ikea furniture? Head on over to Taskrabbit, which features more
than 30,000 taskers from around the world. The site will match you
to locals who need your help. You will earn minimum wage for jobs
earned through the site, although some taskers in London claim to
earn £3,200 (€4,200) per month. However, the site has no plans to
expand into Ireland at the moment.

TAX-FREE OPTION
Of course, you could consider taking in a summer student or longterm tenant, should you prefer a tax-free way to rent out space in your
home. Approved by Revenue, you can earn up to €12,000 per year in
tax-free rental income.

Rent out
your bike
In other words, the longer the road and the steeper the slope, the
worse the kicked can looks. And the road we’ve travelled is a long
one. Despite all the austerity, current levels of public debt are still well
ahead their pre-2000 levels in all euro area countries issuing superlong dated debt.

INNOVATIVE OPTION
Looking to learn a new language or skill? GoCambio is a little like Airbnb
in that it connects hosts with people looking for new experiences. The
site is free to use, and offers verification for both guests and hosts.

Put your
personality
to work
Someone obviously became tired of being asked whether they rented
their friends, and decided to turn it into an income stream. In today’s
world, people no longer remain as close to a support network and it
has become hard to make friends. However, one could always rent
friends.
Platforms such as Rent a Friend provides you with the opportunity to
be a pal, while earning approximately $10 (€8) an hour. In exchange,
you will do things such as go for a walk, check out an exhibition, or go
see a movie with one of the half a million users on the site.

Rent out
your home
Although last year saw a furore over the tax burden involved in renting
out rooms via Airbnb, Irish property owners still seem to be as keen as
ever to make some money by renting out a room on the site. According
to Airbnb, hosts in Dublin make an average of €264 a week, compared
to hosts in Galway and Cork who make €250 and €157 respectively. A
3% cut goes to the site and you must pay income tax, which is made
easier with the site’s partnership with taxback.com.

Rent out your
driveway
What happens to your driveway when you’re at work? In most cases,
it stands empty all day. However, there may be people working in
businesses nearby, looking for a cheaper alternative to the punitive
parking rates of parking garages. If you would like to rent out your
driveway, you could list it on sites like Donedeal.ie. You can even
arrange long-term parking agreements on there.
The average parking space that is within walking distance of the Dublin
city centre, goes for approximately € 100 a month, while a parking
space in a secure car park goes for € 250 in the city centre. In Galway,
parking spaces are advertised for approximately €65 per month.
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Put your
clothes to work
Many of us are guilty of buying expensive clothes on sale, hoping that
one day, we might fit into it. Even more of us have wardrobes full of
designer labels, bags and shoes that we hardly ever wear.
Parkingmotel.com charges a 15% fee on bookings, if you can’t find
takers on Donedeal. On justpark.com, you can do daily rentals. A
parking space on James’ street, Dublin 8, goes for approximately €6.90
a day, and a garage in Sandyford, for €5.60.

Make it work for you by heading over to rentmydress.ie. Many women
would gladly rent an eye-catching ensemble for a night so as to
avoid breaking the bank by buying it. You can choose from a range
of advertising options, including placing a basic ad for €1, or a valueadded social media package for €9.

HALF OF IRISH
CONSUMERS USING
CONTACTLESS
PAYMENTS
Over half of debit and credit card owners use contactless payment
when paying for goods and services, according to survey results
published by BOI Payment Acceptance (BOIPA).
The survey of 1000 consumers was conducted by Amárach
Research to establish consumer trends when paying for everyday
items.
The research found that the average contactless payment is
€11.33.
Despite this, 42 per cent of those surveyed would like to see the
€30 limit on contactless payments increased, while a further 45
per cent were unable to correctly identify the current limit at all.
The survey found that time saving was the biggest advantage to
using contactless payment, with 58 per cent saying it was ‘quick’.
Other advantages cited in the survey include safety, lower bank
charges and the convenience of not having to carry cash or go
to an ATM.

The top five items we pay for using contactless payments are:
food and groceries (75 per cent); fuel (23 per cent); alcohol (21
per cent); clothes and shoes (21 per cent) and newspapers and
magazines (17 per cent).
The survey found that debit cards are twice as common as credit
cards, with 88 per cent owning a debit card versus 43 per cent
owning a credit card.
Those aged between 35 and 44 are most likely to own a debit
card (91 per cent) while those aged over 55 are most likely to own
a credit card (59 per cent ).
General Manager, BOI Payment Acceptance Brian Cleary said
there over 3 million contactless debit or credit cards in Ireland
and usage is growing rapidly.

• PwC forecasts no post Brexit recession for Northern Ireland

Although contactless technology has been available for less than
3 years, approximately 50 percent of people are now using it
with 45 percent of people doing so multiple times, weekly. 90%
of debit cards are contactless but more consumer awareness is
needed.

Over half (57 per cent) use contactless payments at least once a
week with 45 per cent of users using contactless a few times a
week or more.

Currently, around 35, 000 Irish businesses offer contactless
payment facilities and it is quickly becoming the norm for
consumers and businesses alike.

While more and more people are using contactless, the survey
found contactless is the most common among 25 to 44 year
olds, however one in three are unaware of what the contactless
symbol of debit cards represents.

Over the next 5 years, it is expected that there will be an everincreasing reduction in cash transactions as businesses realise
the walth of advantages of contactless payments.

• UK inflation boosted by Euro football tournament in June
• Japan Tobacco to create £5m trust for jobs in Ballymena
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Almost 40 per cent claim to not have contactless payment ability
with their card while 28 per cent never think to use it.

HOW PARENTING
LESSONS CAN
TRANSLATE INTO
THE WORKPLACE
Does it sometimes feel as though you
have to be one person at home and
another at work? If you find adapting
to the two separate roles daunting,
keep reading. Some parenting skills are
transferable into the workplace, and
vice versa. Use the tips outlined below
to manage relationships at home and
at work.
THREE PARENTING SUPERPOWERS YOU
CAN USE AT WORK AS WELL AS AT HOME:
FLEXIBILITY
When you become a parent, a tiny little person will run your life.
No matter what your plans, your responsibility for your child will
determine where you are at any given time.
Plans change constantly, and stability is a thing of the past. Use the
skills of adaptability and reflection in the workplace to foster healthy
team relationships.

PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY
Once again, being a parent means that you want to make your child
feel safe, and you go to extremes to ensure that safety. We create
environments in which our children can grow, learn and thrive. We
challenge them to explore and to share their fears in a safe, loving
environment.
However, we don’t think about helping our co-workers to feel safe. As
a leader, you have to manage relationships, and one of the greatest
leadership skills, is to adopt an open, nurturing mindset with your
colleagues in order to create strong bonds.

GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENT
All parents make mistakes, but the principle of authentic parenting
means that you will reflect on it, often with feedback from your
children, and then improving your approach.
You can stay true to your values by actively listening, using feedback
and experimenting with new approaches in the workplace.
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LEGAL BRIEFS

CSO SEEKS TO USE MOBILE
ROAMING DATA FOR TOURISM
STATISTICS
The Central Statistics Office has sought a change in EU law
to allow it to use roaming data from mobile phones to help
compile tourism statistics. Phone location data is seen by data
protection authorities worldwide as very sensitive because of
the huge amount of private information it may give away about
a person, their lifestyle and movements. In a submission to the
European Commission, the CSO indicates it would like to see
legal definitions broadened so people would not have to give
consent to the use of their location data for statistical purposes.

AGREEMENT PAVES WAY FOR
IRISH ADOPTIONS FROM
PHILIPPINES
An agreement allowing Irish people to adopt children from the
Philippines has come into effect.
An administrative agreement on intercountry adoption was
signed, recently, by the the Adoption Authority of Ireland and the
Philippines Intercountry Adoption Board (ICAB), setting out how
intercountry adoption will operate between the two authorities.
Both countries have ratified the 1993 Hague Convention on

CYCLISTS MAY BREACH DATA
LAWS WITH ON-BOARD
CAMERAS
Cyclists using body-worn cameras or homeowners with CCTV
cameras attached to their property, may be acting illegally,
warns the Data Protection Commissioner.
If a cyclist or homeowner uses footage from these cameras,
beyond a personal capacity, then they may be in breach of
data-protection law. The Data Protection Commissioner’s Office
noted that if a person is using CCTV or a body-worn camera and
processes personal data beyond what is a personal or household
activity then they may assume the role of a data controller and
would therefore by required to comply with data protection
legislation.
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The CSO said this type of data was “not only valuable for the
compilation of tourism statistics” but has also been identified
as having “significant potential value” in relation to compiling
data on other migration patterns, such as day time, night time,
weekday and weekend movements of the population.
The submission outlines the CSO’s views on the so-called
e-privacy directive of 2002, which is under review. It says there
is uncertainty in national law about its entitlement to collect and
use roaming data.
A feasibility study carried out for the commission on the use of
mobile phone data has said first steps have been taken in many
countries to start using mobile positioning data in tourism
statistics, including Slovenia, Belgium, Austria and Greenland.

Protection of Children and Co-operation in Respect of Intercountry Adoption.
The Convention provides an assurance for individual children,
their families, and the State that appropriate procedures have
been followed and the adoption was affected in the best interests
of the child.
Children’s Minister Dr Katherine Zappone said that the her aim is
to ensure safe and secure adoptions with appropriate legislative,
policy and administrative frameworks in place, ensuring a well
regulated regime of adoption. The Children’s Rights Alliance
welcomed the agreement and view it as a positive development
in the best interests of children.

The issue came up in the Commissioner’s annual report for 2015,
published in June, listing it as one of three major data protection
matters that arose.
The spokesperson from the Commissioner’s Office stated however,
that where an individual processes data from such cameras for
their own personal affairs or keeps it for recreational purposes,
this is exempt from the data protection law.
However, even if the activity is exempt a person such as a
neighbour might object to it and take a civil action.
The Commissioner’s report also made an audit finding on the
excessive use of body-worn cameras. The general guidance
given by the Commissioner’s Office in this area is that bodyworn cameras should only be activated in extreme cases and in
response to specific, pre-defined criteria where it could be seen as
justifiable for security and safety purposes.
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RANGE OF SERVICES
PROTECTION

SAVINGS & INVESTMENT

••
••
••
••
••

••
••
••
••

Mortgage Protection
Term Insurance
Serious Illness
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Life Cover with Tax Relief
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•• Group Death in Service

PENSIONS
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••
••
••
••
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